Buckingham Primary School
Overview for Geography 2018/19
Foundation

Year 1 & Year 2
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Autumn
Settling in within new surroundings.

Spring
Traditional tales

Summer
Mini beasts and exploring nature.
Pond dipping.
Explorer day-Mars day visiting a
planet.
School environment
Fieldwork
Observational skills
Simple compass
Map knowledge

Chocolate-where does it come from?
Landmarks in London
Rainforests
Maps
Focus on world’s seven continents and
Capital cities
five oceans.
Daily weather patterns in the U.K and
Landmarks.
hot and cold areas of the world in to
relation to the equator and N and S
Houses around the World-locality and
Exploring all continents
Poles.
journey to school
Aerial photographs
Focus on world’s seven continents
Locality –Buckingham
Perspectives
and five oceans.
Yr 1-In school
Simple map and symbols.
Daily weather patterns in the U.K and
Yr 2-Traffic survey
hot and cold areas of the world in to
Map skills
relation to the equator and N and S
Field work
Poles and globes
Similarities and differences through
human and physical geography.

Year 3

Big Bang
World’s continents and how they are
still changing – focus on Pangea and
the countries in Europe
Volcanoes and earthquakes

Year 4

Study Of South America.
Map work, human characteristics of

In depth study of Europe focus on Italy
British Roman landmarks –
Watling Street and Hadrian’s Wall –
finding them on a map
Evidence of settlements
Looking at Pompeii and volcanoes in
more depth
Local area-UK and Europe
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Study of local area – Buckingham –
how it was affected by WW2
Looking at trench maps for WW2
Map reading – studying different
symbols and making own maps of
local area – trip to Stowe
Egypt-Map work
Where is Egypt
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major cities. Water cycle/rainforests.
Environmental regions.
Longtitude/latitude/equator.

Year 5

Year 6

Physical geography of desert
Course and importance of River Nile.
Geography skills, field work, atlases,
globes, 8 compass points.

Aerial views vs maps ww1 visual
maps. Analysing contour maps.

Where did Anglo-Saxons and Vikings
come from?
Map work
Human and physical characteristics.
Land-use patterns and how it’s changed
over time.
Where is China?
Physical vs human geography.
Maps, habitats, endangered animals.
Climate zones.
Stowe field trip.

The British Empire

North America

Middle East

What countries make up the British
Empire?
Locational knowledge
Map out British Empire
Evolution of maps

Desert and volcano areas

Locational knowledge

Europe-outline of countries
World map to look at WW2 knowledge
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The Globe
How to use longitude and latitude
effectively.
Map a new area of Buckingham-if I
was an alien…………

